NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY (NEURSURG)

NEURSURG 699 — NEUROSURGERY: DIRECTED IN STUDY IN RESEARCH
1-3 credits.

Directed Study in Neurological Surgery offers the undergraduate student majoring in an area of the biological sciences, and interested in preparing for advanced coursework in graduate or medical school, an opportunity to participate in neurological surgery research.

Requisites: Fr/So/Jr/Sr standing and consent of instructor
Repeatable for Credit: Yes, unlimited number of completions
Last Taught: Fall 2017

NEURSURG 919 — INDIVIDUALIZED FOURTH YEAR CLINICAL CLERKSHIP
1-12 credits.

Individually arranged fourth year clinical clerkships. Student must have Fourth Year Committee approval to count for fourth year credit.

Requisites: 4th year Med student
Course Designation: Grad 50% - Counts toward 50% graduate coursework requirement
Repeatable for Credit: No
Last Taught: Fall 2017